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1.A semi variable cost would: 

(a) Be a fixed amount when output was zero and would not increase in direct proportion to output 

(b) Be more than zero if no products were made and would then increase in direct proportion to output 

(c) Be zero if output were zero and would change erratically as output increased 

(d) Be zero when output is zero and would increase in direct proportion to output 

 

Ans:b 

Explanation:-A semi-variable cost, also known as a semi-fixed cost or a mixed cost, is a cost composed of a 

mixture of fixed and variable components. Costs are fixed for a set level of production or consumption and 

become variable after this production level is exceeded. 

 

2.The painting `Chitrashala` was related to? 

(a)Bundi school 

(b) Kishangarh school 

(c) Jaipur school 

(d) Chawand school 

 

Ans:a 

Explanation:-Bundi style developed during the times of Rao Surjan Singh. The location of Bundi was such that it 

favoured immigration of the artists from all sides. 

These paintings exhibit pointed nose, thick chubby cheeks, small stature and use of brilliant red and yellow colors. 

The main subjects of these paintings are Krishna Leela, Rama Leela, Baramasa, hunting scenes, scenes of court, 

festivals , elephant, horses, battle scenes, horse race, flowers, trees etc. The best example of Bundi paintings is the 

Chitrashala made during the times of Maharao Ummed Singh. 

 

3. Neutrino is 

(a) Electrically positive and weakly interacting particle 

(b) Electrically positive and strongly interacting particle 

(c) Electrically neutral and weakly interacting particle 

(d) Electrically negative and weakly interacting particle 

 

Ans:c 

Explanation:-A neutrino is a fermion (an elementary particle with half-integer spin) that interacts only via the 

weak subatomic force and gravity. The mass of the neutrino is much smaller than that of the other known 

elementary particles. 
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The neutrino is so named because it is electrically neutral and because its rest mass is so small (-ino) that it was 

originally thought to be zero. The weak force has a very short range, gravity is extremely weak on the subatomic 

scale, and neutrinos, as leptons, do not participate in the strong interaction. Thus, neutrinos typically pass through 

normal matter unimpeded and undetected. 

 

4.Which of the following is not a feature of Graphene? 

(a) Elastic  

(b) Lightweight 

(c) Weak 

(d) Flexible 

 

Ans:c 

Explanation:-Graphene is a 2-dimensional single layer of carbon atoms. It is characterized by its flexibility, 

elasticity, lightweight, and strength. 

 

5.Climate change can be caused by : 

1. Volcanic eruptions 

2. Rice cultivation 

3. Changes in sun spots numbers 

Select the correct answer using the codes given below. 

(a) 1 and 2 only 

(b) 1 and 3 only 

(c) 2 and 3 only 

(d) 1 ,2, and 3 

 

Ans:a 

Explanation:- Intense heat generated during volcanic eruptions, methane produced from rice fields and 

temperature changes due to sun spot cycle causes climate change. 

 

6.Which of the following best defines ‗market capitalisation‘ ? 

(a) Value obtained by multiplying total number of shares of a company by their market value. 

(b) sum of a company‘s shareholders equity plus long-term debt. 
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(c) total market value of any company‘s outstanding share. 

(d) both a and c 

 

Ans:c 

Explanation:-Shares can be either outstanding or treasury. Outstanding shares are those issued by a company and 

purchased by investors. Treasury shares are held by company themselves. Statement a) is false as it talks about 

total shares. 

 

7.Jainism is characterised by 

1. non-belief in superiority of vedas 

2. avoidance of extremities of penance and enjoyment 

3. non-belief in rituals 

Select the correct answer using the codes given below. 

(a) 1 and 2 

(b) 1 and 3 

(c) 2 and 3 

(d) 1, 2 and 3 

 

Ans:b 

Explanation:-Statement 2 is a feature of Buddhism. Jainism believes in penance which requires undergoing 

extreme pain and suffering. In Jainism, happiness is the ultimate bliss for which people strive. Jains believe in 

fasting, meditating and observing penance to achieve happiness. 

 

8. Consider the following statements about Vote on account. 

1. Vote on account comprises only of expenditure. 

2. Vote on account is passed every year. 

Which of the statements given above is/are correct ? 

(a) 1 only 

(b) 2 only 

(c) Both 1 and 2 

(d) Neither 1 nor 2 
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Ans:c 

Explanation:- A vote-on-account presents an estimate of expenditures to be sanctioned by the exchequer till the 

Budget is passed. Article 266 of the Constitution mandates that parliamentary approval is required to draw money 

from the Consolidated Fund of India. A special provision is, therefore, made for a ‗Vote on Account‘ by which 

the government obtains the vote of Parliament for a sum sufficient to incur expenditure on various items for a part 

of the year. 

 

9.Who defined democracy saying that 'democracy is a form of Government in which will of the majority of the 

qualified persons rules'? 

(a) Dicey   

(b) Bryce 

(c) Leacock  

(d) Woodrow Wilson 

 

Ans:b 

 

10.In 1789, King Louis XVI summoned the Estates-General primarily to 

(a) Eliminate feudal dues. 

(b) Increase the influence of the peasants. 

(c) Raise taxes to pay off growing debt. 

(d) Protect the privileges of the First and Second Estates 

 

Ans:c 

Explanation:-The estates general, a general assembly representing the French estates of the realm: the clergy (First 

Estate), the nobility (Second Estate), and the commoners (Third Estate). Summoned by King Louis XVI, it was 

brought to an end when the Third Estate formed into a National Assembly, inviting the other two to join, against 

the wishes of the King. This signals the outbreak of the French Revolution. 

The initial roster of Notables included 137 nobles, among them many future revolutionaries, such as the Comte de 

Mirabeau and the Marquis de Lafayette, hero of the American Revolution. Lafayette had served in George 

Washington's army. Much of the debt had been incurred on behalf of the Americans. The final defeat of Lord 

Cornwallis at the Battle of Yorktown was due in large part to the participation of the French army and navy. If 

Calonne thought he would find more cooperation by changing the assembly, he was mistaken. He proposed a 

"land tax," Subvention Territoriale, to be imposed on all land-holders, rich or poor. A storm of protest arose. 

Charges of mismanagement were made. Calonne was dismissed on 8 April 1787 and then was exiled. He 

commented on the French political scene from London. 

 

11.Exponents of historical theory of rights believe that the rights: 
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(a) Have been given by the society  

(b) Are the product of evolution 

(c) Are given by the sovereign  

(d) Are of divine origin 

 

Ans:b 

Explanation:-One of the  basis for human rights has been put forward by John O'Manique that is based on 

evolution and human development. O'Manique was motivated by the desire to find a truly universal basis for 

human rights theories that are not as susceptible, as is dignity, to controversial interpretations or denial by others. 

Thus, human rights should be founded upon something inherent to humans rather than some moral vision that is 

created by human action. O'Manique argues that a satisfactory basis may lie in the following set of propositions:  

 P1 I ought to survive 

 P2 X is necessary for my survival 

 P3 Therefore, I ought to do/have X. 

 

12. Various committees were formed during the making of Indian Constitution. Who chaired the committee on 

local governance ? 

(a) J.L.Nehru 

(b) B.R.Ambedkar 

(c) Sardar Patel 

(d) None of the above 

 

Ans:c 

 

13. Consider the following statements : 

1. Infant Mortality rate is the number of infant deaths per 1 lakh live births. 

2. Maternal Mortality rate is number of pregnancy related deaths per 1 lakh live births. 

Which of the statements given above is/are correct ? 

(a) 1 only 

(b) 2 only 

(c) Both 1 and 2 

(d) Neither 1 nor 2 
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Ans:b 

Explanation:-Infant Mortality rate is the number of infant deaths per 1000 live births. The Maternal mortality rate 

(MMR) is the annual number of female deaths per 100,000 live births from any cause related to or aggravated by 

pregnancy or its management (excluding accidental or incidental causes). 

 

14.The first fully India made train ―Medha‖ has flagged off between which of the following stations? 

(a) New Delhi to Pilani 

(b) Dadar to Borivali  

(c) Hyderabad to Kanyakumari  

(d) Agra to New Delhi 

 

Ans:b 

Explanation:-The first fully India-made 12-coach train ―Medha‖ has flagged off between Dadar to Borivali at 

Lokmanya Tilak Terminus in Mumbai, Maharashtra. The rake can run at a speed of 110 kmph and has a capacity 

of 6,050 passengers and the number of seats is 1,168. Medha rake costs Rs. 43.23 crore and has been 

manufactured by the Integral Coach Factory (ICF) in Chennai, which has installed LED lighting to reduce energy 

consumption. This will save energy by approximately 30-35% as compared to the existing rakes. This rake has 

in-built systems to minimise breakdowns during the travel. 

 

15.What was the theme of 2017 World Wildlife Day (WWD)? 

(a) Stop wildlife crime 

(b) The future of wildlife is in our hands 

(c) It‘s time to get serious about wildlife crime 

(d) Listen to the young voices 

 

Ans:d 

Explanation:-The World Wildlife Day (WWD) is observed every year on March 3 to mark the signing of the 

Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES) and to raise awareness of the world‘s wild 

fauna and flora. The 2017 theme is ―Listen to the young voices‖. The World Wildlife Day is an opportunity to 

celebrate the many beautiful and varied forms of wild fauna and flora and to raise awareness of the multitude of 

benefits that conservation provides to people. At the same time, the Day reminds us of the urgent need to step up 

the fight against wildlife crime, which has wide-ranging economic, environmental and social impacts. 

 

16.Which of the following pairs is / are correctly matched ? 
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A. Kiran MK 11 : Acrobatic aircraft 

B. MI 35 : Attack helicopter 

C .Mirage 2000 : Military Transport Aircraft 

Select the correct answer using the code given below : 

(a) A, B and C 

(b) B and C only 

(c) A and C only 

(d) B only 

 

Ans:b 

Explanation:-The Dassault Mirage 2000 is a French multirole, single-engine fourth-generation jet fighter 

manufactured by Dassault Aviation. It was designed in the late 1970s as a lightweight fighter to replace the 

Mirage III for the French Air Force . The Mirage 2000 evolved into a multirole aircraft with several variants 

developed, with sales to a number of nations. The variants include the Mirage 2000N and 2000D strike variants, 

the improved Mirage 2000-5 and several export variants. Over 600 aircraft were built and it has been in service 

with nine nations. 

 

17.The annual tribal festival ‗Bhagoria‘ is a festival of which of the following states? 

(a) Himachal Pradesh 

(b) Madhya Pradesh 

(c) Uttar Pradesh 

(d) Arunachal Pradesh 

 

Ans:b 

Explanation:-The annual tribal festival ‗Bhagoria‘ will be held in Jhabua and four other districts of Madhya 

Pradesh from March 13, 2017. The week-long festival is organised at different Bhagoria haats (local markets) in 

Jhabua, Alirajpur, Dhar, Khargone and Barwani districts in western Madhya Pradesh. The haat festival is 

organized in the form of a ‗swayamvar‘ or a marriage market where young girls and boys are allowed to choose 

their partners. Bhagoria Haat Festival has an agricultural significance attached to it, that is, it coincides with the 

end of harvesting. So some people also celebrate it to mark the completion of harvesting. Foreign tourists also 

converge in large numbers at these haats to catch a glimpse of the traditional festival. 

 

18.Consider the following statements. 

(A) The Central Nervous System includes the brain & the spinal cord. 

(B) The peripheral Nervous system vondidy consist of all body nervous. 
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(C) Not all animals have a highly specialized nervous system. 

Which of the above are true? 

(a) A& B  

(b) B & C 

(c) A only 

(d) All of the above 

 

Ans:d 

 

19.The world‘s first-ever digital ambassador has been created by which country?  

(a) Denmark  

(b) India  

(c) Portugal  

(d) Malaysia  

 

Ans:a 

Explanation:-The world‘s first-ever digital ambassador has been created by Denmark that will work on building 

ties with the global tech giants like Google, Apple, IBM and Microsoft. The new appointment will be a tech 

liaison and reflect a diplomatic power shift between the established nations and privately-owned unions. 

 

20.The ―Asia Africa Growth Corridor‖, recently in the news, was proposed by India and 

(a) Regional and non-regional members of African Development Bank 

(b) Japan 

(c) United States of America 

(d) Germany 

 

Ans: b. 

Explanation:-The Indian and Japanese governments on Wednesday unveiled a vision document for the Asia 

Africa Growth Corridor, proposed by the two countries‘ Prime Ministers last November, and more details are 

likely to be firmed up by September in time for Japan PM Shinzo Abe‘s visit to New Delhi. 

Unlike China‘s One Belt One Road (OBOR) project, about which India has raised several concerns, the Asia 

Africa Growth Corridor is conceived as a more open and inclusive programme that will be based on more 
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consultations and keep people as the centre piece rather than just trade and economic ties, said officials who 

worked on the vision document. 

 

21.Universal adoption of EPUB 3 guidelines by the publications industry will ensure that 

(a)Sourcing policies, that avoid controversial sources of pulp, paper and packaging contributing to deforestation, 

are adopted 

(b) Copyrighted works are accessible to visually impaired persons and persons with print disabilities without prior 

clearances/permissions 

(c) All books are printed on paper containing a minimum percentage of recycled materials 

(d) Publications are accessible for all, usable by the fully sighted as well as those with sight loss and print 

disabilities 

 

Ans:b 

Explanation:-The goal of ‗accessible publishing‘ is for publishers to produce publications that are accessible for 

all, usable by the fully sighted as well as those with sight loss and print disabilities. 

By using the EPUB 3 standard, a single accessible, digital file can be produced and delivered into multiple e-book 

distribution channels. The same file can also be converted automatically to produce print-ready PDF files as well 

as alternative accessible formats such as Braille and Large Print. Using this approach, products can be truly ‗born 

fully accessible‘. 

EPUB 3 files are not automatically accessible. The EPUB 3 standard includes a range of accessibility elements 

that need to be used to make an accessible file. 

 

22. Consider the following statements: 

1. India has ratified the Trade Facilitation Agreement (TFA) of WTO. 

2. TFA is a part of WTO's Bali Ministerial Package of 2013. 

3. TFA came into force in January 2016. Which of the statements given above is/are correct? 

(a) 1 and 2 only 

(b) 1 and 3 only 

(c) 2 and 3 only 

(d) 1, 2 and 3 

 

Ans:a 

Explanation:-Special Provisions & features of Trade Facilitation Agreement (TFA) 

• The agreement contains provisions for expediting the movement, release and clearance of goods, including 

goods in transit which was concluded at the WTO‘s 2013 Bali Ministerial Conference. 
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• It also sets out measures for effective cooperation between customs and other appropriate authorities on trade 

facilitation and customs compliance issues. 

• It further contains provisions for technical assistance and capacity building in this area. 

• It will enter into force once two-thirds of the WTO membership has formally accepted the agreement. India is 

the 76th WTO member to accept the TFA. 

• India submitted its Category A notification to the WTO on 18 March 2016, with an indication of which 

provisions of the TFA it intends to implement upon entry into force of the Agreement. 

The Trade Facilitation Agreement (TFA) entered into force on 22 February 2017 when Rwanda, Oman, Chad and 

Jordan submitted their instruments of acceptance, achieving the requirement that two-thirds of the 164 WTO 

members formally accept the Agreement 

Background 

The TFA broke new ground for developing and least-developed countries in the way it will be implemented. For 

the first time in WTO history, the requirement to implement the Agreement was directly linked to the capacity of 

the country to do so. In addition, the Agreement states that assistance and support should be provided to help them 

achieve that capacity. 

A Trade Facilitation Agreement Facility (TFAF) was also created at the request of developing and 

least-developed country members to help ensure that they receive the assistance needed to reap the full benefits of 

the TFA and to support the ultimate goal of full implementation of the new agreement by all members.  

Implementation of the WTO Trade Facilitation Agreement (TFA) has the potential to increase global merchandise 

exports by up to 1 trillion US dollar per annum, according to the WTO‘s flagship World Trade Report released on 

26 October 2015. 

 

23.The stability of a dam is checked for 

(a) tension at the base 

(b) overturning of the wall or dam 

(c) sliding of the wall or dam 

(d) all of these 

 

Ans:b 

 

24. A salt derived from a strong base and a weak acid will give a salt that is _______. 

(a) acidic 

(b) basic 

(c) neutral 

(d) volatile 
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Ans:b 

Explanation:-Salts of weak acid and strong base: Salts formed by the neutralization of weak acid and strong base 

are basic in nature. For example: CH3COONa 

CH3COONa (aq) → CH3COO− (aq) + Na+ (aq) 

Acetate ion formed undergoes hydrolysis to form acetic acid and OH−  ions. 

CH3COO−(aq) + H2O ⇋ Ch3COOH(aq) + OH−(aq) 

As we know acetic acid is a weak acid, it remains unionized in the solution. This results in an increase in 

concentration of OH−  ions which makes the solution alkaline.pH of the solution is greater than7. 

 

Directions (Q. Nos.25 to 30) Choose the correct alternative from the following options as given below for the 

Assertion (A) and Reason (R) given in each of the questions. 

(a) Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A 

(b) Both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A 

(c) A is true but R is false 

(d) A is false but R is true 

 

25.Assertion (A) : Women in the UK got to vote in 1920 while American women got the right to vote in 1928 

Reason (R) : women‘s suffrage movement got strengthened during the First World War 

 

Ans:d 

Explanation:-Women in the UK got to vote in 1928 while American women got the right to vote in 1920. 

 

26. Assertion (A): Alcohol rather than mercury is used in a thermometer to measure a temperature of 60°C. 

Reason (R): Alcohol has a lower freezing point than mercury. 

 

Ans:a 

Explanation:-The alcohol thermometer is an alternative to the mercury-in-glass thermometer and has similar 

functions. Unlike the mercury-in-glass thermometer, the contents of an alcohol thermometer are less toxic and 

will evaporate away fairly quickly. The ethanol version is the most widely used due to the low cost and relatively 

low hazard posed by the liquid in case of breakage. 

An organic liquid is contained in a glass bulb which is connected to a capillary of the same glass and the end is 

sealed with an expansion bulb. The space above the liquid is a mixture of nitrogen and the vapor of the liquid. For 

the working temperature range, the meniscus or interface between the liquid is within the capillary. With 
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increasing temperature, the volume of liquid expands and the meniscus moves up the capillary. The position of 

the meniscus shows the temperature against an inscribed scale. 

The liquid used can be pure ethanol, toluene, kerosene or Isoamyl acetate, depending on manufacturer and 

working temperature range. Since these are transparent, the liquid is made more visible by the addition of a red or 

blue dye. One half of the glass containing the capillary is usually enamelled white or yellow to give a background 

for reading the scale. 

The range of usefulness of the thermometer is set by the boiling point of the liquid used. In the case of the 

ethanol-filled thermometer the upper limit for measurement is 78 °C (172 °F), which makes it useful for 

measuring day and night-time temperatures and to measure body temperature, although not for anything much 

hotter than these. 

Ethanol-filled thermometers are used in preference to mercury for meteorological measurements of minimum 

temperatures and can be used down to −70 °C (-94 °F).The physical limitation of the ability of a thermometer to 

measure low temperature is the freezing point of the liquid used. Ethanol freezes at −114.9 °C (−174.82 °F). If an 

alcohol thermometer utilizes a combination of ethyl alcohol, toluene, and pentane, its lower temperature range 

may be extended to measure temperatures down to as low as −200 °C (-328 °F). However, the measurement 

temperature range c. −200 °C to 78 °C, is highly dependent upon the type of alcohol used. 

 

27. Assertion (A): Akbar found Din-e-Illahi.  

Reason (R): He was motivated by self glorification. 

 

Ans:c 

Explanation:-The Dīn-I- Ilāhī was a syncretic religion propounded by the Mughal emperor Akbar the Great in 

1582 AD, intending to merge the best elements of the religions of his empire, and thereby reconcile the 

differences that divided his subjects.The elements were primarily drawn from Islam and Hinduism, but some 

others were also taken from Christianity, Jainism, Sikhism and Zoroastrianism. 

 

28.Assertion (A): Roughage prevents constipation. 

Reason (R): Roughage adds bulk to the food. 

 

Ans:a 

 

29.Assertion (A): Most of the Himalayan rivers are perennial. 

Reason (R): They are fed by melting snow. 

 

Ans:a 

 

30. Assertion (A): An iron ball floats on mercury but gets immersed in water. 
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Reason (R): The specific gravity of iron is more than that of mercury. 

 

Ans:c 

Explanation:-Floating of an object depends on two factors: 1) Density of the fluid 2) Density of the 

object/material/body being put in the fluid If the density of the fluid is more than that of the body, the body will 

float in the fluid else it will sink. Here in this case, density of mercury is very high and hence the iron ball floats 

in it whereas density of water is low and hence the iron ball sinks in it 

 

31. Artists are generally whimsical. Some of them are frustrated. Frustrated people are prone to be drug addicts. 

Based on these statements which of the following conclusions is true?  

(a) All frustrated people are drug addicts 

(b) Some artists may be drug addicts 

(c) All drug addicts are artists 

(d) Frustrated people are whimsical 

Ans: b 

 

32.Three ladies X, Y and Z marry three men A, B and C. X is married to A, Y is not married to an engineer, Z is 

not married to a doctor, C is not a doctor and A is a lawyer. Then which of the following statements is correct ?  

(a) Y is married to C who is an engineer 

(b) Z is married to C who is a doctor 

(c) X is married to a doctor 

(d) None of these 

Ans: d  

 

33. Max struggled with his math class early in the year, but he has been working hard to improve his scores. 

There is one test left, and he is hoping that his final average test score will be 75. What score will he need to get 

on Test 6 to finish the year with an average score of 75? 

 

(a) 75 
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(b) 85 

(c) 92 

(d) 100 

Ans: c 

 

 

34. ― The clue is hidden in this statement‖, read the note handed to Ram by Mohan, who hid the stolen treasure in 

one of the ten pillars. Which pillar is it ? 

(a) X 

(b) II 

(c) III 

(d) IX 

Ans: d  

Explanation: The clue is hidden in this statement. Ninth pillar 

 

35.If MAN = 84 and BAT = 69, then RAM will be equal to? 

(a) 32  

(b) 64   

(c) 96   

(d) 86 

Ans: c 

Explanation: MAN = 13 + 1 + 14 = 28 

28*3 = 84 

RAM = 18+1+13 = 32 *3 = 96 

 

36.In which language the book 'Amuktamalayda' has been written? 

(a) Malayalam 

(b) Tamil 

(c) Kannada 

(d) Telegu 
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Ans:d 

Explanation:-Amuktamalyada is an epic poem in Telugu composed by Krishnadevaraya of the Vijayanagar 

Dynasty. Amuktamalyada translates to one who wears and gives away garlands. Considered as a masterpiece, 

Amuktamalyada describes the story of wedding of the Hindu Lord Vishnu and Andal (or Goda Devithe) the Tamil 

Alvar poet and daughter of Periyalvar, at Srirangam. 

 

37.The process of photosynthesis, in this 

1. Following steps need to take place one after the other immediately 

2.There is absorption of light energy by chlorophyll 

3. Splitting of water molecules into hydrogen and oxygen 

4. Reduction of carbon dioxide to carbohydrates 

Which is INCORRECT? 

(a) 1 Only 

(b) 3 Only 

(c) 4 only 

(d) None 

 

Ans: a 

Explanation:-Although photosynthesis is performed differently by different species, the process always begins 

when energy from light is absorbed by proteins called reaction centres that contain green chlorophyll pigments. In 

plants, these proteins are held inside organelles called chloroplasts, which are most abundant in leaf cells, while in 

bacteria they are embedded in the plasma membrane. In these light-dependent reactions, some energy is used to 

strip electrons from suitable substances, such as water, producing oxygen gas. The hydrogen freed by the splitting 

of water is used in the creation of two further compounds that act as an immediate energy storage means: reduced 

nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) and adenosine triphosphate (ATP), the "energy currency" 

of cells. 

In plants, algae and cyanobacteria, long-term energy storage in the form of sugars is produced by a subsequent 

sequence of light-independent reactions called the Calvin cycle; some bacteria use different mechanisms, such as 

the reverse Krebs cycle, to achieve the same end. In the Calvin cycle, atmospheric carbon dioxide is incorporated 

into already existing organic carbon compounds, such as ribulose bisphosphate (RuBP). Using the ATP and 

NADPH produced by the light-dependent reactions, the resulting compounds are then reduced and removed to 

form further carbohydrates, such as glucose. 

The first photosynthetic organisms probably evolved early in the evolutionary history of life and most likely used 

reducing agents such as hydrogen or hydrogen sulfide, rather than water, as sources of electrons. Cyanobacteria 

appeared later; the excess oxygen they produced contributed directly to the oxygenation of the Earth, which 

rendered the evolution of complex life possible. Today, the average rate of energy capture by photosynthesis 

globally is approximately 130 terawatts, which is about three times the current power consumption of human 

civilization.. Photosynthetic organisms also convert around 100–115 thousand million metric tonnes of carbon 

into biomass per year. 
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38.Which inscription of Ashoka gives an account of Kalinga War ?  

(a) Jaugada Rock Inscription  

(b) Dhauli Rock Inscription  

(c) Shahbajgarhi Rock Edict  

(d) Rummindei Pillar Inscription 

 

Ans:c 

Explanation:-Edict XIII, Shahbazgarhi version of the Great Rock Inscriptions, quoted from E. Hultzsch, 

Inscriptions of Asoka, Inscriptionum Indicarum, vol. I, Oxford 1925, pp. 68-70) 

 

(A) When king Dēvānaṁpriya Priyadarśin had been anointed eight years, (the country of) the Kaliṅgas was 

conquered by (him).  

(B) One hundred and fifty thousand in number were the men who were deported thence, one hundred thousand in 

number were those who were slain there, and many times as many those who died. 

(C) After that, now that (the country of) the Kaliṅgas has been taken, Dēvānaṁpriya (is devoted) to a zealous 

study of morality, to the love of morality, and to the instruction (of people) in morality. 

(D) This is the repentance of Dēvānāṁpriya on account of his conquest of (the country of) the Kaliṅgas. 

(E) For, this is considered very painful and deplorable by Dēvānāṁpriya, that, while one is conquering an 

unconquered (country), slaughter, death, and deportation of people (are taking place) there. 

(F) But the following is considered even more deplorable than this by Dēvānāṁpriya. 

(G) (To) the Brāhmaṇas or Śramaṇas, or other sects or householders, who are living there, (and) among whom the 

following are practised: obedience to those who receive high pay, obedience to mother and father, obedience to 

elders, proper courtesy to friends, acquaintances, companions, and relatives, to slaves and servants, (and) firm 

devotion,—to these then happen injury or slaughter or deportation of (their) beloved ones. 

(H) Or, if there are then incurring misfortune the friends, acquaintances, companions, and relatives of those whose 

affection (for the latter) is undiminished, although they are (themselves) well provided for, this (misfortune) as 

well becomes an injury to those (persons) themselves. 

(I) This is shared by all men and is considered deplorable by Dēvānāṁpriya. 

(J) And there is no (place where men) are not indeed attached to some sect. 

(K) Therefore even the hundredth part or the thousandth part of all those people who were slain, who died, and 

who were deported at that time in Kaliṅga, (would) now be considered very deplorable by Dēvānāṁpriya. 

(L) And Dēvānāṁpriya thinks that even (to one) who should wrong (him), what can be forgiven is to be forgiven, 

(M) And even (the inhabitants of) the forests which are (included) in the dominions of Dēvānāṁpriya, even those 

he pacifies (and) converts. 
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(N) And they are told of the power (to punish them) which Dēvānāṁpriya (possesses) in spite of (his) repentance, 

in order that they may be ashamed (of their crimes) and may not be killed. 

(O) For Dēvānāṁpriya desires towards all beings abstention from hurting, self-control, (and) impartiality in (case 

of) violence. 

(P) And this conquest is considered the principal one by Dēvānāṁpriya, viz. the conquest by morality [dhamma 

vijaya]. 

(Q) And this (conquest) has been won repeatedly by Dēvānāṁpriya both here and among all (his) borderers, even 

as far as at (the distance of) six hundred yōjanas,where the Yōna king named Antiyoka (is ruling), and beyond this 

Antiyoka, (where) four—4—kings (are ruling), (viz. the king) named Turamaya, (the king) named Antikini, (the 

king) named Maka, (and the king) named Alikaṣudara, (and) towards the south, (where) the Chōḍas and Pāṇḍyas 

(are ruling), as far as Tāmraparṇī. 

(R) Likewise here in the king‘s territory, among the Yōnas and Kambōyas, among the Nabhakas and Nabhitis, 

among the Bhōjas and Pitinikas, among the Andhras and Palidas,—everywhere (people) are conforming to 

Dēvānāṁpriya‘s instruction in morality [dhamma]. 

(S) Even, those to whom the envoys of Dēvānāṁpriya do not go, having heard of the duties of morality, the 

ordinances, (and) the instruction in morality of Dēvānāṁpriya, are conforming to morality and will conform to 

(it). 

(T) This conquest, which has been won by this everywhere,—a conquest (won) everywhere (and) 

repeatedly,—causes the feeling of satisfaction. 

(U) Satisfaction has been obtained (by me) at the conquest by morality. 

(V) But this satisfaction is indeed of little (consequence). 

(W) Dēvānāṁpriya thinks that only the fruits in the other (world) are of great (value). 

(X) And for the following purpose has this rescript on morality been written, (viz.) in order that the sons (and) 

great-grandsons (who) may be (born) to me, should not think that a fresh conquest ought to be made, (that), if a 

conquest does please them, they should take pleasure in mercy and light punishments, and (that) they should 

regard the conquest by morality as the only (true) conquest. 

(Y) This (conquest bears fruit) in this world (and) in the other world. 

(Z) And let there be (to them) pleasure in the abandonment of all (other aims), which is pleasure in morality. 

(AA) For this (bears fruit) in this world (and) in the other world. 

 

39.Azolla is used as biofertilizer as it has 

(a) Rhizobium 

(b) Cyanobacteria 

(c) Mycorrhiza 

(d) large quantity of humus 

 

Ans:b 
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Explanation:-Azolla (mosquito fern, duckweed fern, fairy moss, water fern) is a genus of seven species of aquatic 

ferns in the family Salviniaceae. They are extremely reduced in form and specialized, looking nothing like other 

typical ferns but more resembling duckweed or some mosses. 

Azolla is a highly productive plant. It doubles its biomass in 3–10 days, depending on conditions, and yield can 

reach 8–10 tonnes fresh matter/ha in Asian rice fields. 37.8 t fresh weight/ha (2.78 t DM/ha dry weight) has been 

reported for Azolla pinnata in India. 

40. The 64th National Film Awards for `The Best Picture` for 2016 was awarded to 

(a) Kasaav 

(b) Shivay 

(c) Rustom 

(d) Dangal 

 

Ans:a 

Explanation:-Marathi movie "Kasaav" about depression was declared the best feature film at the 64th National 

Film Awards 2016 on 7th April 2017. Sonam Kapoor -starrer 'Neerja', which was directed by Ram Madhvani, was 

declared as the Best Hindi Feature Film. Akshay Kumar bagged the Best Actor award for his act in 'Rustom' while 

Ajay Devgn -directed 'Shivaay' won the award for Best VFX. Sonam Kapoor also got a Special Mention for her 

performance in 'Neerja'. The awards, which were spread out in different languages, saw Bollywood movies like 

"Pink", "Neerja" and "Dangal" score in key categories. 

 

64th National Film Awards 2016 Winners List:  

 Best Popular Film Providing Wholesome Entertainment - Sathamanam Bhavathi 

 Best stunt choreography - Peter Hein (Pulimurugan) 

 Best Children‘s Film - Dhanak (Hindi) 

 Best Film on social issue - Pink 

 Best Direction - Rajesh (Ventilator) 

 Best Actor - Akhay Kumar (Rustom) 

 Best Actress - Surabhi Lakshmi (Minnaminungu) 

 Best Supporting Actress - Zaira Wasim (Dangal) 

 Best Child Artist - Adhish Praveen (Kunju Daivam), Saj (Noor Islam), Manohara (Railway Children) 

 Best Male Playback Singer - Sundara Iyer (Joker) 

 Best Female Playback Singer - Thume jaake 

 Best Screenplay (original) - Syam Pushkaran (Maheshinte Prathikaram) 

 Best Screenplay (adapted) - Sanjay Krishnaji patel (Dashakriya) 
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 Best Editing - Rameshwar Ventilator 

 Sound designer - Jayadevan (Kaadu Pookunna Neram) 

 Best production design - 24 

 Best Costume Designer - Sachin (Marathi film) 

 Best Environmental film including agriculture - The Tiger who crossed the line 

 Best Make-up Artist - MK Ramakrishna 

 Best Music Direction - Babu Padmanabha (Kannada Lama) 

 Special Mention - Kadvi Hawa Mukthi bhava (Hindi) 

 Special Jury award for Mohanlal for Pulimurugan, Janatha Garage and Munthirivallikal Thalirkkumbol 

Best feature films in regional languages 

 Madipur (Tulu) 

 Joker (Tamil) 

 Wrongside Raju Gujarati 

 Pelli Chupulu (Telugu) 

 Dashakriya (Marathi) 

 Bisarjan‘ (Bengali) 

 Maheshinte Prathikaram (Malayalam) 

 Ke Sara Sara (Konkini) 

 Reservation (Kannada) 

 Neerja (Hindi) 

 

41.Who is the author of the book ―Army and Nation : The Military and Indian Democracy since Independence‖? 

(a) Shiv Kunal Verma 

(b) Christophe Jaffrelot 

(c) Bruce Riedel 

(d) Steven Wilkinson 

 

Ans:d 

Explanation:-The book ―Army and Nation : The Military and Indian Democracy since Independence‖ has been 

authored by Steven Wilkinson, a professor of political science and International relations at Yale University. It is 

about Indian Army‘s relationship with the civilian government after Independence. It is in news because Pakistan 
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Army Chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa has advised his officers to read the book ―Army and Nation‖ to 

understand how India succeeded in keeping the military out of politics. 

 

42.Which country is hosted the 2017 Cobra Gold joint military exercise? 

(a) Thailand 

(b) Japan 

(c) United States 

(d) China 

 

Ans:a 

Explanation:-The United States and Thailand has officially launched the 2017 Cobra Gold joint military exercise 

at Chonburi Province in Thailand on February 14. The 2017 Cobra Gold is the 36th edition of the military 

exercise in which more than 8,300 personnel from 29 countries, including Japan, South Korea, China and 

Southeast Asian nations are taking part. The Cobra Gold is the Asia‘s largest multinational drill held in Thailand 

every year and is among the largest multinational military exercise in which the United States participates. 

 

43.The Access and Benefit Sharing (ABS) Protocol adopted by COP-10 at Nagoya is regarding the fair and 

equitable sharing of benefits arising from the use of:  

(a) The genetic resources of the earth.  

(b) Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs)  

(c) Marine and coastal areas significant for ‗eco-tourism‘.  

(d) Technology transfer mechanisms for Clean Energy Development.  

 

Ans:a 

Explanation:-The Nagoya Protocol on Access to Genetic Resources and the Fair and Equitable Sharing of 

Benefits Arising from their Utilization to the Convention on Biological Diversity is an international agreement 

which aims at sharing the benefits arising from the utilization of genetic resources in a fair and equitable way. It 

entered into force on 12 October 2014, 90 days after the date of deposit of the fiftieth instrument of ratification. 

 

44.Which among the following multilateral convention seeks to protect the human health and environment from 

Persistant Organic Pollutants (POPs)?  

(a) Bonn Convention  

(b) Stockholm Convention  

(c) Rotterdam Convention  

(d) Basel Convention  
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Ans:b 

Explanation:-Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants is an international environmental treaty, 

signed in 2001 and effective from May 2004, that aims to eliminate or restrict the production and use of persistent 

organic pollutants (POPs). 

 

45.The utilization of common property resources is subject to the ―tragedy of the 

commons‖. This concept is popularized by 

(a) Amartya Sen 

(b) Jean Drèze 

(c) Angus Deaton 

(d) Garrett Hardin 

 

Ans:d 

Explanation:- The utilization of common property resources is subject to the ―tragedy of the commons‖, a concept 

popularized by the ecologist Garrett Hardin. Each user of the resource fails to take into account the effect of his 

usage on the depletion of the common property resource for other users. As a result, the resource is overused. 

 

46.With reference to the religious history of medieval India, the Sufi mystics were known to pursue which of the 

following practice s?  

1. Meditation and control of breath.  

2. Severe ascetic exercises in a lonely place.  

3. Recitation of holy songs to arouse a state of ecstasy in their audience.  

Select the correct answer using the codes given below 

(a) 1 and 2 

(b) 2 and 3 

(c) Only 3 

(d) All of these 

 

Ans:d 

 

47.Pravasi Bharatiya Divas is an annual global convention for the Indian diaspora. The theme for 2017 is 

(a) Redefining Engagement with the Indian Diaspora 
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(b) Engaging Diaspora: Connecting Across Generations 

(c) Apna Bharat, Apna Gaurav 

(d) None of the above 

 

Ans:a 

 

48.Which one of the following nations is an Adriatic Sea-littoral nation? 

(a) Greece 

(b) Libya 

(c) Montenegro 

(d) Bulgaria 

 

Ans:c 

 

49.Which one of the following statements with reference to Oil Palm is NOT correct? 

(a) India is one of the world‘s largest exporters of palm oil 

(b) It is one of the cheapest edible oils 

(c) It is one of the world‘s most efficient crop in terms of yield of vegetable oil per hectare 

(d)North Eastern States of India have good potential for the development of oil palm plantations 

 

Ans:a 

Explanation:-The total production of edible oil in the country is about 9 million MT, while the domestic 

requirement is around 25 million MT. The gap between demand and supply is being met through imports, which 

amounted to Rs. 68,000 crores in 2015-16. 

Palm oil contributes 70% of vegetable oil import and is one of the cheapest oil due to high productivity per 

hectare. Malaysia, Indonesia, Nigeria, Thailand and Columbia are the major oil palm producing countries. An 

average oil yield of 4-5 tonnes/ hectare has been recorded with oil palm against the highest oil yield of 1.3 tonnes/ 

hectare from rapeseed. 

The revised norms of assistance (refer to italicised text in solution to previous question) will help with the 

development of oil palm plantations in the North Eastern States where the terrain is hilly and investment costs 

have hitherto deterred farmers from taking up oil palm cultivation. 

 

50. China and Southeast Asian countries on 18 May 2017 agreed to a draft framework for a long-mooted code of 

conduct (CoC) for the disputed South China Sea. Consider the following statements in context to the agreement. 
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I. The report assessed the competitiveness landscape of 140 economies. 

II. China and the ASEAN had been hoping to agree on the framework this year, 25 years after committing to draft 

it. 

III. Senior officials have completed the negotiations of the draft Code of Conduct (COC) framework, ahead of the 

mid-2017 timeline which leaders of ASEAN and China had set.  

Which is/are correct? 

(a) Only III 

(b) Only I and II  

(c) Only I and III 

(d) I, II and III 

 

Ans:c 

Explanation:- China and Southeast Asian countries on 18 May 2017 agreed to a draft framework for a 

long-mooted code of conduct (CoC) for the disputed South China Sea. The agreement was reached with a hope 

that it could reduce the risk of clashes in one of the world's busiest waterways. China and the ASEAN had been 

hoping to agree on the framework this year, 15 years after committing to draft it. 

 

51.Why did British resort to the ‗Downward Filtration Theory ‘till 1854 

(a) To justify their social policy in India 

(b) To justify their education policy in India 

(c) To justify their industrial policy in India 

(d)To justify their commercial policy in India 

 

Ans:b 

Explanation:- During the British rule in India the downwards filtration theory was adopted in the country. 

Filtration means coming of something to the bottom from the top. Thus the filtration theory in education meant 

coming down of education or knowledge from the top to the bottom, i.e., from the higher class people to the lower 

classes or the general people. There were many reasons for adopting this policy. Different views have been 

expressed about this policy. Some people think that this policy was adopted because of the narrow-mindedness 

and selfish attitudes of the English who intended to educate only a few for getting clerks for running their 

administration. 

They adopted this policy also because they wanted to create an elite group which would be given high posts in the 

administration and this group in turn would influence the general public for accepting the British rule in the 

country. 

In fact, according to some persons, the main reason for adopting this policy was the meager financial resources 

with the Company for educational purposes. 
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52.King Maha Vajiralongkorn in April 2017 signed a military-backed Constitution for his country into a law. He 

is the King of this country. 

(a) Thailand 

(b) Mangolia 

(c) Myanmar 

(d) UAE 

 

Ans:a 

Explanation:- Thailand‘s King Maha Vajiralongkorn on 6 April 2017 signed a military-backed Constitution of the 

country into a law. The signing is an essential step toward an election that would bring the country back to 

democratic rule. 

 

53.The 2015 All India Coordinated Rice Improvement Project Award has won by which state of India?  

(a) West Bengal  

(b) Kerala  

(c) Tamil Nadu  

(d) Karnataka  

 

Ans:a 

Explanation:-West Bengal has been selected for the 2015 All India Coordinated Rice Improvement Project Award 

by the 51st committee from the Indira Gandhi Krishi Bikash Kendra. This is the first time the state will be 

receiving this award.The state has been selected for the award for its achievement in 4 key areas that include 

scientific research for seeds. The West Bengal Government has also bagged the award of the 2nd position for 

participating in International Agriculture and Horticulture Expo at Pragati Maidan in Delhi in July 2016. 

 

54.Match the following:  

Officials— Posts 

A . Mahamatras  1 . Governors Provinces Bhuktis 

B . Kumaramatyas 2 . The Village headman 

C . Uparika   3 . Held posts varying importance 

D . Gramikas   4 . Provincial viceroys 

  A  B  C  D 

(a)   3   4   2   1 

(b)  1   3   2   4 
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(c)  4   3   1   2 

(d)  1   2   3   4 

 

Ans:c 

 

55.Consider the following statement (s) related to the Naikdas movement. 

I. Revolt of Naikdas under Rupsingh in 1858 and conclusion of peace between British 

II. Rupsingh in 1859; their revolt again in 1868, and establishment of a kingdom with Joria as the spiritual head of 

Rupsingh as temporal head; suppression of the revolt after the capture and execution of Rupsingh and Joria. 

Which of the following is/are correct statement (s)? 

(a)  Only I 

(b)  Only II 

(c)  Both I & II 

(d)  Neither I nor II 

 

Ans:c 

 

56. In fast breeder reaction, a thick blanket of depleted fertile material ___________ is used as_______________. 

(a) Uranium, as a moderator 

(b) Boron, as a moderator 

(c) Uranium, to absorb the neutrons from the fissile material and gets converted into fissile material.  

(d) Boron, to absorb the neutrons from the fissile material and gets converted into fissile material. 

 

Ans:c 

Explanation:- Uranium, to absorb the neutrons from the fissile material and gets converted into fissile material. 

 

57.Consider the following statements regarding Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana 

1.It is to provide comprehensive insurance coverage against crop loss. 

2.It is compulsory for farmers availing crop loans for notified crops in notified areas and voluntary for non-loanee 

farmers 

3.Non preventable localised climate linked risks alongwith Post Harvest risks are also covered 
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4.The scheme will employ Remote Sensing Technology, Smart phones & Drones for quick estimation of crop 

losses to ensure early settlement of claims. 

Which of the above statements are correct? 

(a) Only 1 & 3 

(b) Only 2 & 4 

(c) All 

(d) None of the above 

 

Ans:c 

 

58.Which was NOT a genuine hurdle in the growth of Indian industries under the British ? 

(a) Capital sources 

(b) Competition from industries of Europe 

(c) Policy of free-trade 

(d)Absence of state protection to infant industries 

 

Ans:a 

Explanation:- Historians have questioned why India did not undergo industrialisation in the nineteenth century in 

the way that Britain did. In the seventeenth century, India was a relatively urbanised and commercialised nation 

with a buoyant export trade, devoted largely to cotton textiles, but also including silk, spices, and rice. India was 

the world's main producer of cotton textiles and had a substantial export trade to Britain, as well as many other 

European countries, via the East India Company. Yet as British cotton industry underwent a technological 

revolution in the late eighteenth century, the Indian industry stagnated, and industrialisation in India was delayed 

until the twentieth century. 

Historians have suggested that this was because India was still a largely agricultural nation with low wages levels. 

In Britain, wages were high, so cotton producers had the incentive to invent and purchase expensive new 

labour-saving technologies. In India, by contrast, wages levels were low, so producers preferred to increase output 

by hiring more workers rather than investing in technology.[ British control of trade and exports of cheap 

Manchester cotton are cited as other significant factors. 

Even as late as 1772, Henry Patullo, in the course of his comments on the economic resources of Bengal, could 

claim confidently that the demand for Indian textiles could never reduce, since no other nation could equal or rival 

it in quality. However, by the beginning of the nineteenth century, a beginning of a long history of decline of 

textile exports is observed. 

A commonly cited legend is that in the early 19th century, the East India Company (EIC), had cut off the hands of 

hundreds of weavers in Bengal in order to destroy the indigenous weaving industry in favour of British textile 

imports (some anecdotal accounts say the thumbs of the weavers of Dacca were removed). However this is 

generally considered to be a myth, originating from William Bolts' 1772 account where he alleges that several 

weavers had cut off their own thumbs in protest at poor working conditions. 
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59.The meridian passing through London is called the 

(a) equator 

(b) Tropic of Cancer 

(c) Prime Meridian of 0° Meridian 

(d) Tropic of Capricorn 

 

Ans:c 

 

60.Which of the following is correct about Indian Regional Navigation Satellite System (IRNSS)? 

1. IRNSS system consists of 7 satellites. 

2. Its coverage area is extended upto 1000 km from India. 

3. Its position accuracies would be 10 mtrs above India. 

Select the correct option/options given below: 

(a) 1 and 2 only                 

(b) 1 and 3 only 

(c) 2 and 3 only                 

(d) All of the above 

 

Ans:b 

Explanation:-IRNSS is an independent regional navigation satellite system being developed by India. It is 

designed to provide accurate position information service to users in India as well as the region extending up to 

1500 km from its boundary, which is its primary service area. An Extended Service Area lies between primary 

service area and area enclosed by the rectangle from Latitude 30 deg South to 50 deg North, Longitude 30 deg 

East to 130 deg East. 

IRNSS will provide two types of services, namely, Standard Positioning Service (SPS) which is provided to all 

the users and Restricted Service (RS), which is an encrypted service provided only to the authorised users. The 

IRNSS System is expected to provide a position accuracy of better than 20 m in the primary service area. 

Some applications of IRNSS are: 

 Terrestrial, Aerial and Marine Navigation 

 Disaster Management 

 Vehicle tracking and fleet management 

 Integration with mobile phones 
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 Precise Timing 

 Mapping and Geodetic data capture 

 Terrestrial navigation aid for hikers and travellers 

 Visual and voice navigation for drivers 

 

61. Which one of the following is NOT a fundamental duty of citizens as mandated by the Constitution? 

(a) To abide by the Constitution and respect its ideals and institutions, the National Flag, the National Anthem and 

the National Song 

(b) To uphold and protect the sovereignty, unity and integrity of India 

(c) To defend the country and render national service when called upon to do so 

(d) To safeguard public property 

 

62.Which of the following diseases have been eradicated under the Universal Immunisation Programme? 

1.Small Pox 

2.Measles 

3.Rubella 

Select the correct answer using the code given below: 

 (a)  1 only 

 (b)  2 and 3 only 

 (c)  1, 2 and 3 

 (d)  None of the above 

 

Ans:d 

Explanation:- Small pox was universally eradicated in 1979 and declared so in 1980; India‘s UIP was launched in 

1985. Under the UIP, India has been declared polio-free (wild poliovirus, not vaccine-derived poliovirus). 

 The recently-launched MR (Measles, Rubella) vaccination campaign targets around 41 crore children across 

the country. All children aged between 9 months and less than 15 years will be given a single shot of 

Measles-Rubella (MR) vaccination irrespective of their previous measles/rubella vaccination status or 

measles/rubella disease status. 

 MR vaccine will be provided free-of-cost across the states from session sites at schools as well as health 

facilities and outreach session sites. 

 Measles vaccine is currently provided under Universal Immunization Programme (UIP). However, rubella 

vaccine will be a new addition. 
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63.The ‗National Institute of Disaster Management‘ is related to  

(a) Laying down the policies, plans and guidelines for Disaster Management (DM) 

(b) The largest community capacity building exercise 

(c)Undertaking training along with research, documentation and development of a National-level information 

base related to DM 

(d) Ensuring effective coordination between state governments in the event of a disaster that affects two or more 

states 

 

Ans:-c 

Explanation:- Statement ‗a‘ refers to the NDMA, ‗b‘ refers to the National Cyclone Risk Mitigation Project, ‗d‘ is 

a task undertaken by the Ministry of Home Affairs. 

 

64.The General Education Quality Analysis Framework (GEQAF) seeks to strengthen national capacity in 

assessing education systems based on local knowledge and expertise. It is a system that has been developed by 

(a)  United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation 

(b)  Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development 

(c)  Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation 

(d)  The Education for All Movement 

 

Ans:a 

Explanation:- Despite all the efforts, the education quality challenge persists, and the EFA quality goals are 

dauntingly off track. One of the major obstacles is the lack of tools for conducting systemic analyses of critical 

constraints hampering the achievement of education quality goals. Therefore, UNESCO, in collaboration with its 

Member States, developed the General Education Quality Analysis/Diagnosis Framework (GEQAF). 

 

65.The Hatupur Diamond mineral block became the first diamond mineral block of the country to be auctioned. In 

which state is it located? 

(a) Andhra Pradesh 

(b) Madhya Pradesh 

(c) Telangana 

(d) Meghalaya 

 

Ans:b 
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Directions (66 and 67) : Each of the following questions contains two statements followed by two conclusions 

numbered I and II. You have to consider the two statements to be true, even if they seen to be at variance at the 

commonly known facts. You have to decide which of the given conclusions definitely follows from the given 

statements. 

 

66. Statement : Some tables are glasses.  

             All trees are tables. 

Conclusions: I.Some trees are glasses  

II.No tree is glass 

(a) Only I follows 

(b) Only conclusion II follows 

(c) Either I nor II follows 

(d) Both I and II follow 

Ans: c  

 

67. Statement : No man is a lion. 

 Akon is a man. 

Conclusions: I. Akon is not a lion. 

II. All men are not Akon.  

(a) Only I follows 

(b) Only II follows 

(c) Neither I nor II follows 

(d) Both I and II follow 

Ans: a 

 

67. 

 

68.Consider the following statements on regards to Presidential Power. 

1. President appoints the Prime Minister and the other Minister & they hold office during his pleasure. 

2. President can appoint an inter-state council to promote centre-state and inter-state coperation. 

Which statements given above is / are correct. 

(a) 1 only  

(b) 2 only 

(c) Both 1 & 2  

(d) Neither 1 nor 2 
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Ans:c 

 

69.The Arabian Sea branch of the monsoon is much more powerful than the Bay of Bengal branch because 

(a) Arabian sea is larger than the Bay of Bengal. 

(b) entire Arabian sea current advances towards India, whereas only a part of the Bay of Bengal current enters 

India. 

(c) both (a) and (b) 

(d) none is correct because Bay of Bengal branch is more powerful. 

 

Ans:c 

Explanation:-The question has been formed from the geography book by Khullar. The Arabian Sea branch of the 

monsoon is much more powerful than the Bay of Bengal branch because – 1. Arabian sea is larger than the Bay of 

Bengal and 2. entire Arabian sea current advances towards India, whereas only a part of the Bay of Bengal current 

enters India. 

 

 

70. Consider the following statements: 

1.An election petition calling in question an election to the office of Vice-president may be presented by an 

candidate at such election or by any ten or more electors joined together as petitioners. 

2 According to Article 71 of the constitution, all doubts and disputes arising out of or in connection with the 

election of President or Vice-president shall be inquired into and decided by the chief election commissioner. 

Which of the above statements is/are correct? 

(a) only 1 

(b) only 2 

(c) both 1 and 2 

(d) neither 1 nor 2 

 

Ans:a 

Explanation:-. All doubts and disputes arising in connection with the election of the Vice-President are enquired 

into and decided by the Supreme Court of India whose decision is final. 

A petition challenging the election of the Vice-President is heard by a five-judge bench of the Supreme Court of 

India. 

 

71.In India, which type of forest among the following occupies the largest area? 

(a) Montane Wet Temperate Forest 

(b) Sub-tropical Dry Evergreen Forest 

(c) Tropical Moist Deciduous Forest 

(d) Tropical Wet Evergreen Forest 
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Ans:c 

 

72.With whom was the Permanent Settlement made? 

(a) With the peasant, cultivators. 

(b) With the muqaddams 

(c) With the zamindars 

(d) With the village communities. 

Ans:c 

 

73. The number of neutrons and protons in the nucleus of 88Ra226 are:  

(a) 138 and 88  

(b) 88 and 138  

(c) 226 and 88  

(d) 88 and 226 

 

Ans: a 

Explanation:- Radium is a chemical element with symbol Ra and atomic number 88. It is the sixth element in 

group 2 of the periodic table, also known as the alkaline earth metals. 

 

74.Consider the following statement (s) is are related with the Einstein 

I. He developed the general theory of relativity, one of the two pillars of modern physics (alongside quantum 

mechanics). 

II. He also investigated the thermal properties of light which laid the foundation of the photon theory of light. 

Which of the above statement (s) is/are correct? 

(a)  Only I 

(b)  Only II 

(c)  Both I & II 

(c)  Neither I nor II 

 

Ans:c 
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75.With reference to the Geological Time Scale, which of the following statements is/are correct? 

1. Sometime around 3,800 million years ago, life began to evolve. 

2. Extinction of Dinosaurs happened in Jurrasic period . 

3. The Quaternary Period began with an ice age about 2 million years ago. It is often called the Age of Humans. It 

is divided into two epochs: Holocene and Pleistocene. 

Select the correct answer using the code given below. 

(a) 1 and 2 only 

(b) 2 only 

(c) 1 and 3 only 

(d) 1, 2 and 3 

 

Ans:c 

Explanation:-Dinosaurs went extinct about 65 million years ago (at the end of the Cretaceous Period), after living 

on Earth for about 165 million years.  

 

76.A place in space where gravity pulls so much that even light cannot get out is called as 

(a) Worm hole 

(b) Red Giant 

(c) White Giant 

(d) Black hole 

 

Ans:d 

Explanation:-A black hole is a region of spacetime exhibiting such strong gravitational effects that nothing—not 

even particles and electromagnetic radiation such as light—can escape from inside it. 

 

77. Which of the following are not the functions of the election commission 

1. Conduct of election for the post of the speaker and the deputy speaker, Lok sabha and the deputy chairman, 

Rajya sabha 

2.Conduct of elections to the state legislative assemblies  

3.Deciding on all doubts and disputes arising out of elections 

(a) 1 and 2  
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(b) 1 and 3 

(c) 2 and 3  

(d) 1,2 and 3 

 

Ans:b 

Explanation;-Functions  

Conduct and Supervision of Elections: The Election Commission conducts, directs, controls and supervises all 

elections to: 

 Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha of Parliament; 

 State Legislative Assemblies and the Legislative Councils where it exists; 

 The office of the President and Vice-President and 

 All by-elections to Parliament and State Legislature. 

Electoral Rolls: The Commission sees to it that correct electoral rolls are prepared. The names of all eligible 

voters irrespective of their religion, race, caste, sex or any of them, who are otherwise not disqualified under any 

law must be registered as voters. The Commission shall also try to photo-identity cards to the voters. 

Staff Requisition: The Election Commission makes every effort for the smooth conduct of elections. The 

Commission also requests the President or the Governor, as the case may be, to make available such staff and 

army as may be necessary for the smooth conduct of the elections. 

Conduct of the Polls: Elections are hotly contested affairs, for different political parties try all possible means to 

have their candidates elected. The Election Commission has thus to be very vigilant in order to guard against 

malpractices including false voting, rigging, booth jams, managing the voting fraudulently etc. Peaceful and 

lawful conduct of polls depends very much on the joint endeavor of the State Government and the Election 

Commission. 

Appointment of observers: The Commission may appoint such number of poll observers which it considers 

necessary, for ensuring free and fair elections. 

Election Schedule: The election schedule is announced by the Election Commission through Press Conference. 

The announcement is followed by the publication of ―The model code of conduct‖. On publication of notification, 

the candidates can file their nominations. 

Quasi Judicial Functions:  The Commission settles the disputes between the splinter groups of the recognized 

parties as its quasi-judicial jurisdiction. It ensures that Model Code of Conduct is followed by the political parties. 

It also sends its opinion to the higher courts in relation to the cases of the persons found guilty of corrupt 

practices. 

Holding of by-elections: Whenever there is a mid-term vacancy in Parliament or State Legislature the Election 

Commission holds by-elections to fill up vacancies. 

Cancellation of Polls: The Election Commission is responsible for holding elections. But if the Commission, on 

the basis of information and findings, comes to the decision that the elections have been rigged at any polling 

booth, it has the power to cancel the elections of those booths and can order fresh re-poll in those booths. Even the 

Commission can cancel the election result of a constituency and order fresh pool. 

Recognition of Political Parties and Allotment of Symbols: It is one of the important functions of the Election 

Commission to recognize political parties both at the National and Regional levels and allot appropriate symbols 

to them. 

Disqualifying the Candidates: The Election Commission has the power to disqualify a candidate if he or she 

does not file election returns within a prescribed period. The Commission also advises the President about the 

disqualification of MPs and MLAs, if they accept paid government assignments. 

Code of Conduct: The Commission formulates the code of conduct to be observed by the political parties and 

candidates in election period and maintains vigilance to ensure that those are strictly followed. 
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Functions related to the Political Parties: The Commission also observes the conduct of registered Political 

parties. 

Media: The Commission also conducts briefings for the mass media during the election period. Media persons 

are allowed to get facilities to know the necessary information about the poll and counting. 

 

 

78. Consider the following statements and identify the right ones. 

I. Salinity increases towards the poles. 

II. Salinity is minimum at tropics. 

Select the correct code 

(a) I only 

(b) II only 

(c) Both I and II 

(d) Neither I nor II 

 

Ans:d 

Explanation:-Salinity decreases towards the poles. Salinity is maximum at tropics. 

 

79.Who was chosen to begin individual satyagraha campaign in 1940? 

(a) Acharya Binova Bhave 

(b) Baba Amte 

(c) Gopal Krishna Gokhale 

(d) Lal Bahadur Shastri 

 

Ans:a 

Explanation:- In 1940 he was chosen by Gandhi to be the first individual Satyagrahi against the British rule. 

 

80. What is the shedding of flowers, leaves and fruits followed by formation of scar tissue in a plant called? 

(a)Abscission 

(b) Abscisic acid 

(c) Deciduous 

(d) Mitosis 

 

Ans:a 

Explanation:- Abscission (from the Latin ab, meaning away, and scindere, meaning to cut) is the shedding of 

various parts of an organism, such as a plant dropping a leaf, fruit, flower, or seed. In zoology, abscission is the 

intentional shedding of a body part, such as the shedding of a claw, husk, or the autotomy of a tail to evade a 

predator. In mycology, it is the liberation of a fungal spore. In cell biology, abscission refers to the separation of 

two daughter cells at the completion of cytokinesis. 

 

81.Match the following 

Inventors                                            Inventions 

A. Electric Bulb                                   1.  Bunsen 

B. Spectroscope                                   2.  Edison 

C. Redar                                         3.  Wheelar 

D. Electric Fan                                    4.  Robert Watson 

      A      B       C      D 

(a)    2      1       4       3 

(b)    1      2       3       4 

(c)    4      2       3       1 

(d)    2      4       1       3 

 

Ans:a 
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82. Which of the following statements is/are correct? 

(a) Brown carbon is 10 times more than black carbon in terms of mass 

(b) Absorption capacity of black carbon is 50 times more than brown carbon 

(c) Both (a) and (b) 

(d) Neither (a) nor (b) 

 

Ans:c 

Explanation:- Black Carbon is inorganic in nature consisting of soot particles that directly come out of 

combustion processes. 

Brown Carbon or organic carbon comes from complex organic reactions in the airborne 

atmospheric particles. 

Though brown carbon is 10 times more than black carbon in terms of mass, the absorption 

capacity of black carbon is 50 times more than brown carbon. 

 

83. A government-appointed panel has recommended changing the financial year from 

the current April to March to the calendar year. It is headed by 

(a) Ratan Watal 

(b) Shankar Acharya 

(c) Arvind Subramanian 

(d) Arvind Panagariya 

 

Ans:b 

Explanation:- A government-appointed panel, headed by former chief economic adviser Shankar Acharya,has 

recommended changing the financial year from the current April to March to the calendar year. 

 

84.If an election to a state Legislative Assembly the candidates who are declared elected loses his deposit, it 

means that 

(a) The polling was very poor 

(b) The election was for a multi member constituency 

(c) The elected candidate victory over his nearest rival was very marginal 

(d) A very large number of candidates contested the election 

 

Ans:d 

 

85.Which among the following statements is/are true? 

1. The maximum strength of Rajya Sabha is fixed at 278 

2. In USA, the states are given proportional representation in the Senate according to their population 

3. The American Senate has a fixed quota of 12 nominated senate members, just like India  

4. Both Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha can pass a motion of no-confidence against the government 

Select the correct code 

(a) Only 1 and 3 

(b) Only 3 

(c) Only 2 and 4 

(d) None  

 

Ans:d 

Explanation:- The maximum strength of Rajya Sabha is 250, of which there are 12 nominated members. In USA, 

all states are given 2 representatives, irrespective of their population, each state gets 2.  

There are no nominated members in the American Senate. Only Lok Sabha can pass a motion of no-confidence 

against the government.  

 

86. Which of the following statement is/are true about stratosphere? 

(i) It exists above the troposphere 

(ii) It extends from 50 kms to 80 kms 
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(iii)This is known as ozonosphere also 

Options are 

(a) Only I, ii 

(b) Only ii, iii 

(c) Only i, iii 

(d) All of the above 

 

Ans:c 

Explanation:-Near the equator, the stratosphere starts at 18 km ; at mid latitudes, it starts at 10–13 km and ends at 

50 km ; at the poles, it starts at about 8 km. 

 

87.Which figure will replace the question mark ?  

 

 
(a)  a  

(b)  b 

(c)  c 

(d)  d 

Ans: c 

 

88. Find the missing figure from the following figures. 

  

(a)  a  

(b) b  

(c)  c  

(d)  d 

Ans: c 

 

Directions( 89 and90) : These questions are based on the figure given above in which  

(1) Rectangle represents Males, (2) Circle represents the urbans (3) Square represents the educated and (4) 

Triangle represents the civil servants. 
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89. The number indicating the uneducated urban males is  

(a)  4 

(b)  5 

(c)  7 

(d)  11 

Ans: b 

 

90. The number indicating the educated civil servants who are males but not urbans is  

(a)  7 

(b)  8 

(c)  9 

(d)  10 

Ans: d 

 

91.What is Fedora? 

(a) A text editor. 

(b) A web server 

(c) An operating system based on the Linux kernel 

(d) A graphics library for Java 

 

Ans:c 

 

92.Greenhouse effect of earth's atmosphere is stimulated by 

(a) CFCs (Chlorofluorocarbons) only 

(b) Air Conditioners 

(c) CFCs and Greenhouse gases 

(d) CFCs and Perfumes 

 

Ans:c 

 

93. Consider the following statements:-  

1. V.D. Savarkar and his brother Ganesh. Organised Mitramela and Abhinav Bharat as secret societies. 

2. Hindu Association in Portland later changed its name to Hindustan Ghadar party.  

3. The Revolutionary trend was launched in April 1908, by KhudiramBose &Prafulla chaki when they threw a 

bomb on Kings ford. 

Choose the correct statement 

(a) Only 1 

(b) Only 2& 3 
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(c) Only 3  

(d) 1,2 & 3 is correct 

 

Ans:d 

 

94.Who was the first British Viceroy to begin the practice of shifting the entire government to Shimla from 

Calcutta during the summer season?  

(a) Charles Canning 

(b) Edward Law 

(c) George Barlow 

(d) John Lawrence 

 

Ans:d 

Explanation:-In domestic affairs, he increased educational opportunities for Indians, but at the same time limited 

the use of native Indians in high civil service posts. 

 

95.Which set of two rivers given below together forms the world‘s largest delta, before their waters flow into the 

respective seas? 

(a) Seine and the Rhine  

(b) Danube and the Thames  

(c) Euphrates and the Nile  

(d) Ganges and the Brahmaputra 

 

Ans:d 

Explanation:-The Ganges-Brahmaputra Delta (also known as the Brahmaputra Delta,[1] the Sunderbans Delta, or 

the Bengal Delta[2]) is a river delta in the Bengal region of the South Asia, consisting of Bangladesh and the 

Indian state of West Bengal. It is the world's largest delta, and empties into the Bay of Bengal. It is also one of the 

most fertile regions in the world, thus earning the nickname The Green Delta. 

 

96. Which of the following is/are correctly matched? 

   GLACIER:   STATE 

1. Siachen  : Jammu and Kashmir 

2. Lonak   : Himachal Pradesh 

3. Namik   : Uttarakhand 

(a)  1& 2 only 

(b)  2 & 3 only 

(c)  1 & 3 only 

(d)  All 

 

Ans:c 

Explanation:-Lonak Glacier is one of the three major glaciers of Sikkim, in the Himalaya range in the north-east 

of India. 

 

97. Which of the following  forest that are found in the Western Ghats, hills of the north eastern region and the 

Andaman and Nicobar Islands. 

(a) Mangroove Forest 

(b) Dry deciduous Forest 

(c) Tropical Evergreen Forests 

(d) Semi-desert and desert vegetation 

 

Ans:c 

Explanation:-Evergreen forests are found on the eastern and western slopes of the Western Ghats in states such as 

Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Karnataka, and Maharashtra. They are also found in Assam, Arunachal Pradesh, Nagaland, 

Tripura, Meghalaya, West Bengal and Andaman and Nicobar Islands.  The tropical evergreen forests are usually 
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found in areas receiving more than 200 cm of rainfall and having a temperature of 15-30 degrees Celsius. They 

occupy about 7% of the earth‘s surface. They are found mostly near the equator. These forests are dense and 

multi-layered. They harbour many types of plants and animals. The trees are evergreen as there is no period of 

drought. They are mostly tall and hardwood. 

 

98.Sundew is a 

(a) Carnivorous plant 

(b) Saprophytic 

(c) Partial Parasite 

(d) Partial Saprophyte 

 

Ans:a 

Explanation:-Drosera, commonly known as the sundews, is one of the largest genera of carnivorous plants, with at 

least 194 species. These members of the family Droseraceae lure, capture, and digest insects using stalked 

mucilaginous glands covering their leaf surfaces. The insects are used to supplement the poor mineral nutrition of 

the soil in which the plants grow. Various species, which vary greatly in size and form, are native to every 

continent except Antarctica. 

 

99. During cold chilly nights, atmospheric pressure is 

(a) decreased 

(b) remains constant 

(c) becomes zero 

(d) increased 

Ans: d  

 

 

100. The matrix of blood is known as  

(a) Plasma 

(b) Serum 

(c) RBC and WBC 

(d) WBC and platelets 

 

Ans:a 

Explanation:-Blood plasma is a straw coloured liquid component of blood that normally holds the blood cells in 

whole blood in suspension; this makes plasma the extracellular matrix of blood cells. It makes up about 55% of 

the body's total blood volume. 

 

101.A mine supplies 10000 tons of copper ore, containing an average of 1.5 wt% copper, to a smelter every day. 

The smelter extracts 80% of the copper from the ore on the same day. What is the productions of copper in 

tons/day ? 

(a)  80 

(b)  12 

(c)  120 

(d)  150 

Ans : c 

Explanation: 100% = 10000 tons 

1% = 100 
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1.5% = 150 

80% of copper extracted from the ore 

80% of 150 = 120  

 

102. A woman starts shopping with Rs X and Y paise, spends Rs 3.50 and is left with Rs 2Y and 2X paise. The 

amount she started with is  

(a)  Rs. 48.24 

(b)  Rs. 28.64 

(c)  Rs. 32.14 

(d)  Rs. 23.42 

Ans: c 

Explanation: we will do it by options  

48.24 - 3.50 = 44. 74 (rejected) 

28.64 - 3.50 = 25.14 (rejected)  

32.14 - 3.50 = 28.64 ans  

 

103. A shop offers 10 percent discount on the purchase of any article. It also offers an additional 12 percent 

discount if the payment is made in cash. If the original price of the item is Rs. 250, then what is its actual price if 

paid in cash ?  

(a) Rs. 220 

(b) Rs. 195 

(c) Rs. 198 

(d) None of these 

Ans: c  

Explanation: 198
100

88

100

90
250   

104. Which number will continue the following series ? 

27, 25, 25, 22, 23, 19, 21, 16, 19, —  

 (a) 16 
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 (b) 13 

 (c) 10 

 (d) 11 

Ans: b 

 

105. In an examination, a student was asked to find 3/14 of a certain number. By mistake, he found 3/4 of it. His 

answer was 150 more than the correct answer. Find the given number.  

(a)  190 

(b)  250 

(c)  280 

(d)  350 

Ans: c 

 

106. A motorbike race was scheduled to start at 4.10pm; however, it started 10 minutes behind schedule. If the 

motorbike that came first finished one hour and fifteen minutes after the race began, and the motorbike that came 

in second place finished 15 minutes after this, at what time did the motorbike that came second cross the finish 

line?  

(a) 5:30am 

(b) 4:30pm 

(c) 5:40pm 

(d) 5:50pm 

Ans: d 

 

107. Five girls are sitting on a bench to be photographed. Raman is to left of Rajat and to the right of Raghav. 

Rishi is to the right of Rajat. Reeta is between Rajat and Rishi. 

Then which of the following is true ? 

(a) Reeta is sitting third to left of Raghav 

(b) Rishi is sitting between Rajat and Raman 

(c) Raghav is sitting on the extreme left 

(d) Raman is sitting in the middle  
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Ans: c  

 

108. Cinnabar is a mineral ore of 

(a) Lead 

(b) Tin 

(c) Iron 

(d) Mercury 

 

Ans:(d) 

Explanation:-Important ore minerals 

 Acanthite (cooled polymorph 

of Argentite): Ag2S for production 

of silver 

 Barite: BaSO4 

 Bauxite Al(OH)3 and AlOOH, dried to 

Al2O3 for production of aluminium 

 Beryl: Be3Al2(SiO3)6 

 Bornite: Cu5FeS4 

 Cassiterite: SnO2 

 Chalcocite: Cu2S for production 

of copper 

 Chalcopyrite: CuFeS2 

 Chromite: (Fe, Mg)Cr2O4 for 

production of chromium 

 Cinnabar: HgS for production 

of mercury 

 Cobaltite: (Co, Fe)AsS 

 Columbite-Tantalite or Coltan: (Fe, 

Mn)(Nb, Ta)2O6 

 Dolomite: CaMg(CO3)2 

 Galena: PbS 

 Native gold: Au, typically associated 

with quartz or as placer deposits 

 Hematite: Fe2O3 

 Ilmenite: FeTiO3 

 Magnetite: Fe3O4 

 Malachite: Cu2CO3(OH)2 

 Molybdenite: MoS2 

 Pentlandite:(Fe, Ni)9S8 

 Pyrolusite:MnO2 

 Scheelite: CaWO4 

 Sperrylite: PtAs2 for production 

of platinum 

 Sphalerite: ZnS 

 Uraninite (pitchblende): UO2 for 

production of metallic uranium 

 Wolframite: (Fe, Mn)WO4 
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109.The type of glass used in making lenses and prisms is? 

(a) soft glass 

(b) pyrex glass 

(c) jena glass 

(d) flint glass 

 

Ans:d 

Explanation:-Flint glass is optical glass that has relatively high refractive index and low Abbe 

number (high dispersion). Flint glasses are arbitrarily defined as having an Abbe number of 

50 to 55 or less. The currently known flint glasses have refractive indices ranging between 

1.45 and 2.00. A concave lens of flint glass is commonly combined with a convex lens of 

crown glass to produce an achromatic doublet lens because of their compensating optical 

properties, which reduces chromatic aberration (colour defects). 

With respect to glass, the term flint derives from the flint nodules found in the chalk deposits 

of southeast England that were used as a source of high purity silica by George Ravenscroft, c. 

1662, to produce a potash lead glass that was the precursor to English lead crystal. 

Traditionally, flint glasses were lead glasses containing around 4–60% lead(II) oxide; 

however, the manufacture and disposal of these glasses were sources of pollution. In many 

modern flint glasses, lead oxides are replaced with other metal oxides such as titanium 

dioxide and zirconium dioxide without significantly altering the optical properties of the 

glass. 

 

110.Which of the following statements is true ? 

(a) In Mughal India, cultivation of indigo was confined to the provinces of Delhi and Agra  

(b) Madad-i-Maash grants were made hereditary by Aurangzeb 

(c) Altamgha Jagirs were made transferable by Jahangir  

(d) Kashmir was brought under the zabti system of land revenue assessment 

 

Ans:b 

 

111.In the manufacture of safety matches, which of the following materials are used to coat 

the two sides of match boxes? 

1. Yellow phosphorus 
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2. Glue 

3, Glass powder 

4. Red phosphorus 

(a) l, 2 and 3 

(b) l,3 and 4 

(c) l,2 and 4 

(d) 2,3 and 4 

 

Ans:c 

Explanation: Safety matches are 'safe' because they don't spontaneously combust. You have to 

strike them against a special surface in order to get them to ignite. The match heads contain 

sulfur (sometimes antimony III sulfide) and oxidizing agents (usually potassium chlorate), 

with powdered glass, colorants, fillers, and a binder made of glue and starch. The striking 

surface consists of powdered glass or silica (sand), red phosphorus, binder, and filler. 

When you strike a safety match, the glass-on-glass friction generates heat, converting a small 

amount of red phosphorus to white phosphorus vapor. White phosphorus spontaneously 

ignites, decomposing potassium chlorate and liberating oxygen. At this point, the sulfur starts 

to burn, which ignites the wood of the match. 

112.In India, the steel production industry requires the import of 

(a) saltpetre 

(b) rock phosphate 

(c) coking coal 

(d) All of the above 

 

Ans:c 

Explanation:-Saltpetre (Potassium nitrate) is not used in the production of steel. It is instead 

used in fertilizers, tree stump removal, rocket propellants and fireworks. It is one of the major 

constituents of gunpowder (blackpowder) and has been used since the Middle Ages as a food 

preservative. 

India definitely imports coking coal. So, the answer has to be C. 

It requires 0.8 tonnes coking coal to produce one tonne of steel.  

 

113. Economic Geography CSP 2014 

Consider the following pairs : 

National Highway Cities connected  

1. NH 4 : Chennai and Hyderabad  

2. NH 6 : Mumbai and Kolkata  

3. NH 15 : Ahmedabad and Jodhpur 

Which of the above pairs is/are correctly matched? 

(a) 1 and 2 only 

(b) 3 only 

(c) 1, 2 and 3 
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(d) None 

 

Ans:d 

Explanation:-NH4 connects Bengaluru-Chennai, NH6 Connects Surat-Kolkata.NH-15 starts 

from Baihata in Assam and terminates at Wakro in Arunachal Pradesh. 

 

114. A flower is brightly coloured, scented and secrete nectar. It is most probably 

(a) pollinated by insects 

(b) sterile 

(c) pollinated by wind 

(d) an insectivorous plant 

 

Ans:a 

Explanation:-Many insects are pollinators, particularly bees, Lepidoptera (butterflies and 

moths), wasps, flies, ants and beetles. On the other hand, some plants are generalists, being 

pollinated by insects in several orders. Entomophilous plant species have frequently evolved 

mechanisms to make themselves more appealing to insects, e.g., brightly coloured or scented 

flowers, nectar, or appealing shapes and patterns.  

 

115.In paper industry, enzymes breaks starch to 

(a) lower its viscosity 

(b) increase its anabolism 

(c) increase its viscosity 

(d)decrease its catabolism 

 

Ans:a 

 

116.North Korea launched a medium long range missile with _____ capabilities on May 14, 

2017. 

(a) Ballistic  

(b) Nuclear  

(c) Long Range 

(d) Both a and b 

 

Ans:d 

Explanation:-North Korea indicated the missile it launched over the weekend was a new type 

of ―medium long-range‖ ballistic rocket that can carry a heavy nuclear warhead.  

North Korean propaganda must be considered with wariness as Pyongyang has threatened for 

decades to reduce Seoul to a ―sea of fire.‖ 

This missile launch may mark another big advance toward the North‘s goal of fielding a 

nuclear-tipped missile capable of reaching the US mainland.  

This launch tested a new type of missile in Pyongyang‘s arsenal. 

The test is also an immediate challenge to South Korea‘s new leader, Moon Jae-in, a liberal 

elected last week who expressed a desire to reach out to North Korea. 

Pyongyang‘s aggressive push to boost its weapons program also makes it one of the Trump 

administration‘s most urgent foreign policy worries, though Washington has struggled to 

settle on a policy. 

North Korea‘s official Korean Central News Agency called the missile a ―new 

ground-to-ground medium long-range strategic ballistic rocket,‖ and indicated the 

―Hwasong-12‖ was ―capable of carrying a large, heavy nuclear warhead.‖ 

The missile flew for half-an-hour and reached an unusually high altitude before landing in the 

Sea of Japan, the South Korean, Japanese and US militaries said. 

The rocket, ―newly designed in a Korean-style,‖ flew 787 kilometers (490 miles) and reached 

a maximum altitude of 2,111.5 kilometers (1,310 miles). 
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North Korea ―verified the homing feature of the warhead under the worst re-entry situation 

and accurate performance of detonation system.‖ 

North Korea is not thought to be able yet to make a nuclear warhead small enough to mount 

on a long-range missile. 

 

117.Consider the following statements. 

1.Panchayati Raj was constitutionalised through the 73rd constitutional Amendment Act of 

1992. 

2.Tamil Nadu was the first state to establish Panchayati Raj. 

3.Tamil Nadu adopted three-tier system while Rajasthan adopted two-tier system. 

Which of the statements given above is / are correct. 

(a) 1 only 

(b) 1, 3 only 

(c) 2 only 

(d) All of the above 

 

Ans:a 

Explanation:-The Panchayat Raj system was first adopted by the state of Rajasthan in Nagaur 

district on 2nd Oct 1959. The second state was Andhra Pradesh, while Maharashtra was the 

Ninth state.  

Rajasthan adopted a three-tier system 

Tamil Nadu adopted a two-tier system. West Bengal adopted a four-tier system. 

 

118..Which among the following is known as ‖ Doctor Wind‖? 

(a)Loo 

(b)Chinook 

(c)Harmattan 

(d) Sirocco 

 

Ans:c 

Explanation:-In West Africa it is known as 'the doctor' because of its invigorating dryness 

compared with humid tropical air. The harmattan wind stream occasionally extends south of 

the equator during the northern winter as an upper air wind over the south-westerly monsoon. 

 

119. Which article under DPSP proposes for the separation of the Judiciary from executive ? 

(a) Art. 51 

(b) Art. 50 

(c) Art. 49 

(d) Art. 48 

 

Ans:b 

 

120.Which of the following is/are true? 

(a) During national emergency, the states are brought under the control of the Union and state 

assembly is suspended. 

(b) During financial emergency, salaries of judges of high court can be reduced by the 

President. 

(c) a and b 

(d) None of the above 

 

Ans:c 

Explanation:- 
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 Article 355 - It shall be the duty of the Union to protect every State against external 

aggression and internal disturbance and to ensure that the Government of every State is 

carried on in accordance with the provisions of this Constitution. 

 During the national emergency (under Article 352) - 

 The Centre can give executive directions to a state on ‗any‘ matter. 

 The state is not suspended but is brought under complete control of the Centre. 

 The president can cancel o change the constitutional distribution of revenues between the 

Centre and the states. 

 Such changes continue till the end of the financial year in which the emergency ceases to 

operate. 

 During President‘s Rule (under Article 356) in a state, the President assumes power of 

the governor or any other executive authority as he pleases. 

 During financial emergency (under Article 360) - 

 The Centre can order the states to observe laid down regulations while taking financial 

decisions. 

 The President can even ask the reduction of salaries of high court judges, etc. 

 The Union Government or the President can ask the states to reserve their financial bills 

including money bills for his consideration. 

 Thus during emergencies Indian polity becomes unitary and the Union enjoys supreme 

powers. 

 

121.Which of the following subjects are included in the Concurrent List? 

1. Electricity. 

2. Marriage and Divorce, adoption, wills, etc. 

3. Weights and measures and establishment of its standards. 

4. Trade unions. 

Select the correct code 

(a) Only 1 

(b) Only 1 and 3 

(c) Only 1, 2 and 4 

(d)All of the above 

 

Ans:c 

Explanation:-The subject in concurrent list is Weights and measures except establishment of 

standards. Establishment of standards is under union List. Concurrent list currently has 52 

subjects. 

Few important subjects in the concurrent list are - 
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1. Criminal Law, including all matters included in the 

Indian Penal Code. 

 

2. Marriage and divorce; infants and minors; adoption; 

wills, intestacy and succession; joint family and 

partition. 

 

3. Transfer of property other than agricultural land; 

registration of deeds and documents. 

 

4. Administration of justice; constitution and 

organization of all courts, except the Supreme Court and 

the high courts. 

 

5. Contempt of court, but not including contempt of the 

Supreme Court. 

 

6. Vagrancy; nomadic and migratory tribes. 

 

7. Lunacy and mental deficiency. 

 

8. Prevention of cruelty to animals. 

 

9. Forests. 

 

10. Protection of wild animals and birds. 

 

11. Adulteration of foodstuffs and other goods. 

 

12. Drugs and poisons. 

 

13. Economic and social planning. 

14. Population control and family planning. 

 

15. Commercial and industrial monopolies, 

combines and trusts. Trade unions; industrial and 

labor disputes. 

 

16. Social security and social insurance; employment 

and unemployment. 

 

17. Welfare of labour. 

 

18. Education, including technical education, 

medical education and universities. 

 

19. Legal, medical and other professions. 

 

20. Relief and rehabilitation of persons 

 

21. Vital statistics including registration of births and 

deaths. 

 

22. Ports other than major ports. 

 

23. Shipping and navigation on inland waterways. 

 

24. Weights and measures except establishment of 

standards. 

 

25. Price control. 

 

26. Electricity. 

 

27. Newspapers, books and printing presses. 

 

28. Archaeological sites and remains other than 

those of national importance. 

 

 

122.Which of the following is not a feature of shifting cultivation? 

(a) Parts of the forest are cut and burnt in rotation 

(b) Seeds are sown in the ashes 

(c) Plots cleared are cultivated for a few years and then left follow 

(d) Single crop is grown on these plots 

 

Ans:d 
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123.Growing different crops one after the other on the same field during different crop 

seasons is called. 

(a) Mixed farming 

(b) Strip cropping 

(c) Inter cropping 

(d) Multiple cropping 

 

Ans:d 

 

124.Which one of the following statements is not correct? 

(a) The Supreme Court can over-rule itself. 

(b) A High Court can over-rule itself. 

(c) Judgments of the Supreme Court bind the lower courts. 

(d) Judgments of a High Court do not bind the lower courts of the State. 

 

Ans:d 

 

125.When an Oceanic Plate collides with a Continental Plate, Continental Plate is forced 

(a) upwards 

(b) into it 

(c) downwards 

(d) backwards 

 

Ans:a 

 

 

 


